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CONE CRUSHER 

The Cone crusher has remarkable high nominal power, effective stroke 

and cavity range, which really brings great benefits and flexibility to the 

process. The large feed opening allows the possibility for the Conmix 

Cone Crusher to be used as a secondary crusher as well. 

Much attention has been paid to making our crushers as easy to 

operate and maintain as possible. 

 

Robust sealing to the inner crusher mechanics provides more effective 

protection against dust and other unwanted particles – reducing 

maintenance and increasing the life of the crusher. 

 

Long life from liners of special alloy manganese steel. 

An automatic overload protection system is standard. 

 

Our  cavity  design  reduces  wear  on  the  feed  opening  and  

minimizes  the weakening of wear parts  throughout the life of the 

liner. This ensures steady crusher through-put capacity and plant 

operation through wear part life. 

 
 

Cone crushers are designed to give utmost performance in a extensive 

variety of crushing processes, from secondary to extra fine crushing, 

and from stationary to highly mobile applications. Full Process flexibility 

is the result of being able to use several diverse crushing cavities in the 

same frame structure. 

 
Conmix has used its long experience in design, and its know-how in 

wear parts to minimize the cost of worn  manganese per tons 

produced by keeping the cavity full, compensating for wear, 

maximizing the  availability of the unit, maximum utilisation of liners 
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and offering valuable operating data. 

 
 
If any further details are required please feel free to contact us. We 

shall be glad to respond you promptly. 

 

 

No. Model Capacity TPH Power HP 

01 
02 
03 
04 

800SH 50-90 100-150 

800S 70-150 100-150 

1000S 120-250 200-250 

1200HP 150-400 200-300 

 

 

 


